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Abstract
We combine relational algebra and program derivation methodology and reconstruct a proof of
Richardson’s theorem that every nite directed graph without circuits of odd length has a kernel
as a relational program. Also a generalization of the approach is presented. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Based on work of Floyd, Hoare, and Dijkstra in the second-half of the 1960s and the
rst-half of the 1970s, in the last two decades much emphasis has been placed on the
goal-directed derivation=calculation of programs instead of proving them subsequently
correct. For this task appropriate calculi have been developed and=or used that combine
conciseness and precision. Relational algebra (which has its roots already in the 19th
century) is one of these calculi. Since directed graphs and relations are essentially the
same, it has been very successfully applied in particular in the calculational derivation
of programs for directed graphs. Numerous examples can be found in the textbook
[19] and the overview paper [6], for example. Also in this paper, we apply relational
algebra to a graph-theoretic task, viz. the computation of kernels.
Given a directed graph g=(X; R) with vertex set X and relation (arc set) R, a subset
K of X is said to be a kernel of g if it is absorbant, i.e., from every vertex outside
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of K there is at least one arc leading into K , and stable, i.e., no pair of vertices in
K is connected via an arc. Research on kernels originated from the theory of games
and economic behaviour since, for example, in the case of a two-player game the
knowledge of a kernel of the game graph provides the player in a vertex outside
of it with a strategy for avoiding loss: it has always to move into the kernel. If, in
addition, every path in the game graph has nite length, e.g., if the graph is nite and
circuit-free, then this strategy even assures win.
Von Neumann and Morgenstern proved in [16] the existence of a unique kernel of a
nite and circuit-free directed graph and introduced the fundamental iteration technique
for its computation. Based on this work, Richardson showed in [17] the existence of a
kernel of a directed graph without circuits of odd length assuming some conditions of
niteness, e.g., niteness of the vertex set which is the most important one in practice.
Later on, kernels have been studied in great detail by Schmidt and Strohlein; see
[18,19]. They discovered their relation-algebraic characterization as a xed point of a
certain antitone (i.e., order-reversing) function. Then they applied relational algebra and
xed point theory and showed the existence of kernels for certain classes of directed
graphs. Their main result was the existence of kernels of bipartite directed graphs
without any assumption of niteness. Using the same technique, in [14] von Karger
and Berghammer generalized this result to the larger class of bichromatic directed
graphs.
Every bichromatic directed graph has no circuits of odd length. Therefore, in the
practically relevant case of nite directed graphs Richardson’s theorem is more general
than the results of von Karger and Berghammer resp. Schmidt and Strohlein. Richard-
son’s original proof of his theorem is constructive and, therefore, can be seen as an
algorithm for computing a kernel of a nite directed graph without circuits of odd
length. It is done in the usual mathematical way (e.g., for a number of statements
graph-theoretic intuition is used and proofs are dismissed as obvious) and is quite
complicated. A simpler inductive proof can be found in [18,19]. But in doing so, the
authors use relations not in the formal algebraic and variable-free way they usually do,
but argue with common graph-theoretic intuition disguised in relational formulae. So
also this proof does not yet meet the idea of calculating a program.
The main contribution of this paper is a calculational derivation of a relational pro-
gram that computes a kernel of a nite directed graph without circuits of odd length by
combining relational algebra and the Dijkstra{Gries method. To make it self-contained,
in Section 2 we collect some preliminaries concerning relational algebra and relation-
algebraic descriptions of sets. This includes the important notions of generated subre-
lations and subvectors. In Section 3, after the relation-algebraic description of kernels
we prove fundamental properties of kernels of generated subrelations. Based on these
properties, we are able to reconstruct the proof of Richardson’s theorem of [18,19]
as true calculational derivation of a relational program. In Section 4, we explain how
the derived program can be implemented in the relational toolbox RELVIEW. Section 5
sketches a generalization of our approach and Section 6 contains some concluding
remarks.
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2. Preliminaries
In this section, we recall the basic concepts of relational algebra, introduce the
specic classes of relations used in this paper, and demonstrate how relations can be
used to describe subsets of a given set. More details on the algebraic treatment of
relations can be found in [9,19], for example.
2.1. Relational algebra
Given non-empty sets X and Y , the set of all relations with domain X and range Y
is denoted by [X $Y ] and we write R :X $Y instead of R 2 [X $Y ]. We assume
the reader is familiar with the basic operations on relations, viz. RT (transposition,
conversion), R (negation, complement), R[ S (join, union), R\ S (meet, intersection),
R  S (composition, multiplication; often abbreviated by RS), R S (inclusion), and the
special relations O (empty relation), L (universal relation), and I (identity relation).
The set-theoretic operations , [, \, the ordering , and the constants O and L form
a complete Boolean lattice. Some further well-known rules concerning relations are,
for instance, the following:
RT
T
=R; R S)RT ST;
(RS)T= STRT; RT = R
T
;
Q(R\ S)QR\QS; Q(R[ S)=QR[QS;
(R\ S)T=RT \ ST; (R[ S)T=RT [ ST:
The theoretical framework for all these rules holding is that of an (axiomatic) rela-
tional algebra. As constants and operations of this algebraic structure we have those of
concrete (i.e., set-theoretic) relations. The axioms of relational algebra are the axioms
of a complete Boolean lattice for negation, join, meet, the ordering, and the empty and
universal relation, the axioms of a monoid for composition and the identity relation,
the so-called Schroder equivalences
QT S  R , QR S , S RT Q ;
or { equivalently { the so-called Dedekind rule
QR\ S  (Q\ SRT)(R\QTS);
and, nally, the so-called Tarski rule
R 6= O , L R L= L:
In the proofs presented in this paper we will mention only these axioms and their
\non-obvious" consequences. Well-known rules like those presented at the beginning
of this section remain unmentioned.
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The basic operations and constants just mentioned can be used for dening specic
classes of relations in an algebraic way. In the following, we introduce those classes
which will be used in the remainder of the paper.
A relation R is said to be univalent if RTR I, and R is said to be total if RL= L,
which is, in turn, equivalent to IRRT. A mapping is an univalent and total rela-
tion. If Q is a mapping, then Q(R\ S)=QR\QS and QR = QR . Relation R is called
injective if RT is univalent and surjective if RT is total. An injective and surjective
relation is said to be bijective and if Q is such a relation, then (R\ S)Q=RQ\ SQ
and RQ= RQ .
A relation where domain and range coincide, is called homogeneous. Without refer-
ence to domain and range, R is homogeneous if and only if RR is dened. Let R be
a homogeneous relation. Then R is called reexive if IR, irreexive if R I , sym-
metric if RTR, and transitive if RRR. The least reexive and transitive relation
containing R is the reexive-transitive closure R=
S
i>0 R
i.
2.2. Relation-algebraic description of sets
Relational algebra oers dierent ways of describing the subsets of a given set. In
this paper, we use two representations which will be explained now.
The rst representation of subsets uses vectors, i.e., relations x with x= xL. In the
literature usually vectors are denoted by lower-case letters. For x :X $Y the condition
x= xL means that x can be written in the form x=Z  Y with a subset Z of X . Then
we say that x describes the subset Z of X . A vector x is said to be a point if it
is bijective. For x :X $Y this means that it describes a singleton set, i.e., is of the
form x= fag  Y , and then we say that it describes the element a of X . The range
of vectors is irrelevant for describing sets. Therefore we frequently consider in the
following vectors x :X $ 1 with a specic singleton set 1 as range. In the well-known
Boolean matrix model of relations such a vector is a Boolean column vector and a
point is a Boolean column vector where exactly one component is true.
For two vectors x and y it can easily be shown that also Rx, x\y, and x are
vectors. Some further basic properties of vectors are collected in the following lemma;
the proofs can be found in the appendix.
Lemma 2.1. Let a relation R; a vector x; and a point p be given. Then we have the
following properties:
(a) I\ xxT = I\ x xT; (d) xxTR; RTx x) (R\ xxT)= I[ xxT;
(b) x=(I\ xxT)x; (e) RTR; RRR)Rp(Rp)TR:
(c) xxT \RR(I\ xxT);
Since we deal with set-theoretic relations, the point axiom of [19] holds, which
especially says that every non-empty vector contains a point. The choice of such a
point is fundamental for advanced relational programming. An obvious axiomatization
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of a corresponding operation point is given as follows. For x 6=O, we have
(P1) point(x) is a point;
(P2) point(x) x:
Note that point is a (deterministic) function in the usual mathematical sense. In parti-
cular, each call point(x) yields the same point contained in x so that, for example,
point(x)= point(x) holds. Of course, the above axiomatization allows dierent realiza-
tions. E.g., the specic implementation of the function point in RELVIEW uses that the
system deals only with nite sets which are totally ordered by an internal enumeration.
A call point(x) then chooses that point which describes the least element of the set
described by x.
Instead of vectors, we can use injective embedding mappings as a second way of
representing subsets of a set. Given an injective mapping { :Z$X , we may regard
Z as a subset of X . Then obviously the vector {TL :X $ 1 describes Z in the above
sense. Clearly, the transition in the other direction, i.e., the construction of an injective
mapping inj(x) :Z$X from a given non-empty vector x :X $ 1 describing Z in such
a way that (a; b) 2 inj(x) if and only if a= b, is also possible. We call inj(x) the
injective mapping generated by x and axiomatize the construction by the following
relation-algebraic properties:
(I1) inj(x) is an injective mapping;
(I2) x= inj(x)
TL;
(I3) inj(inj(x)
Ty)= inj(y)inj(x) for all non-empty vectors y:
It should be remarked that the restriction of inj(x) to non-empty vectors x is a con-
sequence of the fact that we consider only relations on non-empty sets. At this place
also a few words should be said about Axiom (I3). If x :X $ 1 describes the subset
Z of X and y :Z$ 1 describes the subset W of Z , then inj(x)Ty :X $ 1 describes W
as a subset of X . Hence, (I3) expresses the fact that the embedding of W into X is
obtained by rst embedding W into Y and then embedding Y into X .
The next lemma states some fundamental properties of injective mappings generated
by non-empty vectors which will be used later. Its proof is given in the appendix.
Lemma 2.2. For relations R; S and vectors x; y; z; where x is non-empty; we have the
following properties:
(a) inj(x)Tinj(x)= I\ xxT; (e) inj(x)(R\ S)= inj(x)R\ inj(x)S;
(b) inj(x)R = inj(x)R ; (f ) inj(x)y inj(x)z) x\y x\ z;
(c) inj(x)T R [ xL = inj(x)TR ; (g) I= inj(L):
(d) inj(x)y= L , xy;
Let a relation R :X $X and a non-empty vector x :X $ 1 be given. In this case,
we call the relation
Rx := inj(x)R inj(x)
T;
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the subrelation of R generated by x. This terminology is motivated by the graph-
theoretic interpretation of relations. Namely, if g=(X; R) is the directed graph with
vertex set X and arc set R and x describes the subset Z of vertices, then we have
Rx :Z$Z and gx =(Z; Rx) is the subgraph of g=(X; R) generated by the vertex set
Z . I.e., gx contains exactly those arcs of g which have source as well as sink in Z .
In analogy to the above terminology, for a vector y :X $ 1 and a non-empty vector
x :X $ 1 we call the vector
yx := inj(x)y;
the subvector of y generated by x. If x describes Z as above and y describes another
subset W of X , then inj(x)y :Z$ 1 describes the intersection Z \W as a subset of Z .
3. Computing kernels of relations without odd circuits
In this section, rstly, we reformulate the denition of a kernel in relational al-
gebra. Then we prove some properties of kernels of generated subrelations. Finally,
we reconstruct Schmidt and Strohlein’s inductive proof of Richardson’s theorem as a
calculational derivation of a program for computing kernels of relations without odd
circuits.
3.1. Relation-algebraic description of kernels
Recall from the introduction that a kernel of a directed graph g=(X; R) is a set K
of vertices such that, rst, every vertex outside of K has a successor in K and, second,
there is no arc between two elements of K . If we describe the subset K of X by the
vector k :X $ 1, then k describes the complement set X n K and Rk describes the
set of all vertices that have a successor in K . Hence, the rst condition of K being a
kernel of g translates to k Rk. In the same way, using vectors instead of sets the
second condition of K to be a kernel of g becomes Rk \ k =O which is equivalent to
Rk  k . Therefore, we are justied in writing down the following denition.
Denition 3.1. Let a relation R :X $X and a vector k :X $ 1 be given. Then k is
said to be a kernel of R if Rk = k .
This relation-algebraic description of kernels as xed points of the antitone function
R(x)= Rx appears in [18,19]. It suggests to combine relational algebra and xed-
point theory to show the existence of kernels for certain classes of directed graphs. In
Section 3.3, we will use the following fact of which the proof is an adaptation of the
proof of Proposition 8:2:12 of [19].
Theorem 3.2. The relational function kernel; dened by
kernel(R)= (RR)point(L);
computes a kernel of R for all homogeneous relations R with R= L and (RR)R I .
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Proof. Putting D := (RR), equation RD= D is shown in [19]. As a consequence,
we get
R kernel(R)=RD point(L)= D point(L)= D point(L) = kernel(R)
due to the denition of the function kernel and since point(L) is bijective because of
Axiom (P1).
Note that the denition of kernel is well formed since point is a function in the
usual mathematical sense. Using graph-theoretic terminology, Theorem 3.2 states that
in a directed graph g=(X; R) which is strongly connected (described by R= L) and
has no circuits of odd length (described by (RR)R I ) the set of all vertices from
which a xed vertex may be reached along a path of even length is a kernel. The
property of having no circuits of odd length is transmitted to subgraphs. Here is the
relation-algebraic proof.
Theorem 3.3. Assume a relation R :X $X such that (RR)R I . If x :X $ 1 is non-
empty; then (RxRx)Rx  I .
Proof.
(RxRx)Rx =(inj(x)R inj(x)Tinj(x)R inj(x)T)inj(x)R inj(x)T
=(inj(x)R(I\ xxT)R inj(x)T)inj(x)R inj(x)T Lemma 2:2(a)
= inj(x)(R(I\ xxT)R inj(x)Tinj(x))R inj(x)T (AB)A=A(BA)
= inj(x)(R(I\ xxT)R(I\ xxT))R inj(x)T Lemma 2:2(a)
 inj(x)(RR)R inj(x)T
 inj(x) I inj(x)T (RR)R I
= inj(x) inj(x)T (I1)
 I Schr oder
3.2. Generated subvectors as kernels of generated subrelations
Using graph-theoretic terminology, Schmidt and Strohlein’s inductive proof of Richa-
rdson’s theorem can also be interpreted as an algorithm which starts with a kernel of
a certain subgraph and iteratively enlarges it until a kernel of the entire graph is
obtained. Kernels of subgraphs correspond to kernels of generated subrelations. As our
subsequent program derivation will follow the above idea, we use this section to prepare
it by proving some fundamental properties of kernels kx of generated subrelations Rx.
We start with a more simple characterization.
Theorem 3.4. Let x :X $ 1 be a non-empty vector describing the subset Z of X . For
a relation R :X $X and a vector k :X $ 1 with k  x; we consider the subrelation
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Rx :Z$Z resp. the subvector kx :Z$ 1 generated by x. Then we have
inj(x)R inj(x)Tinj(x)k = inj(x)k , inj(x)Rk = inj(x) k :
Proof. First we use inj(x)Tinj(x)k  k, which follows from Axiom (I1), and
k =(I \ kkT)k Lemma 2:1(b)
 (I\ xxT)k k  x
= inj(x)Tinj(x)k Lemma 2:2(a):
Now the equation inj(x)Tinj(x)k = k implied by these inclusions shows
inj(x)R inj(x)Tinj(x)k = inj(x)k , inj(x)Rk = inj(x)k
and the equation inj(x)k = inj(x) k , which is a consequence of Lemma 2.2.b, yields
the desired equivalence.
Due to this theorem, the kernel condition Rxkx = kx is equivalent to (Rk)x = kx.
Note that we actually have shown the equations Rxkx =(Rk)x and kx = k x, i.e., in
a kernel condition Rk = k we are allowed to commute generation by a vector with
multiplication on the left-hand side and with negation on the right-hand side.
Using the equation (Rk)x = k x for characterizing the generated subvector kx as a
kernel of the generated subrelation Rx, we have the following property concerning the
union of kernels of generated subrelations to a new kernel.
Theorem 3.5. Let R :X $X be a relation and x; y; k; k 0 : X $ 1 be vectors such that
x; y are non-empty and the following six conditions hold:
(a) k  x; (c) k 0y; (e) Rk  k 0 ;
(b) (Rk)x = k x; (d) (Rk 0)y = k 0y; (f )Rk 0 k :
Then (R(k [ k 0))x[y = k [ k 0 x[y.
Proof. \ " First we have
Rk =(I\ (xxT [ xxT ))Rk
=(I\ xxT)Rk [ (I\ x xT)Rk Lemma 2:1(a)
= inj(x)Tinj(x)Rk [ inj(x)Tinj(x)Rk Lemma 2:2(a)
 inj(x)Tinj(x) k [ inj(x)TL (b)
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= inj(x)T inj(x)k [ x Lemma 2:2(b) (I2)
= inj(x)Tinj(x)k x= xL; Lemma 2:2(c)
= (I\ xxT)k Lemma 2:2(a)
= (I\ xxT)k [ (I\ x xT)k (a) and Schr oder imply xTk O
= k Lemma 2:1(a)
and in combination with (e) this yields Rk  k \ k 0 = k [ k 0 . As analogously to
the above calculation Rk 0 k 0 can be derived with the help of (d) and (c), we
get Rk 0 k \ k 0 = k [ k 0 in combination with (f). Altogether, we obtain R(k [ k 0)=
Rk [Rk 0 k [ k 0 which in turn implies inj(x[y)R(k [ k 0) inj(x[y) k [ k 0 , i.e.,
(R(k [ k 0))x[y  k [ k 0 x[y.
\ " Here we start with inj(x)(Rk [ k)= inj(x)( k [ k)= inj(x)L= L which follows
from (b) and totality of inj(x). In the same way, inj(y)(Rk 0 [ k 0)= L can be shown
using (d) and totality of inj(y). Hence we get the inclusions xRk [ k and yRk 0 [ k 0
due to Lemma 2.2(d). Now we calculate
inj(x[y) (k [ k 0) = inj(x[y) (k [ k 0) \ inj(x[y)(x[y) Lemma 2:2(d)
= inj(x[y)( (k [ k 0) \ (x[y)) Lemma 2:2(e)
 inj(x[y)( (k [ k 0) \ (k [ k 0 [Rk [Rk 0)) see above
= inj(x[y)( (k [ k 0) \ (Rk [Rk 0))
 inj(x[y)R(k [ k 0)
which is the desired inclusion k [ k 0 x[y  (R(k [ k 0))x[y.
In graph-theoretic terminology Theorem 3.5 reads as follows: For each partition of
the directed graph g=(X; R) into subgraphs g1 = (X1; R1) and g2 = (X2; R2), the union
K1 [K2 of two kernels K1 of g1 and K2 of g2 is a kernel of g provided it is stable.
This is the key idea behind the proof of Richardson’s theorem.
Besides the possibility of joining two kernels in a larger one, for the derivation of a
relational program in the next section we will use an additional property of kernels. In
graph-theoretic terminology it states that if K is a kernel of a subgraph g1 of a directed
graph g, then it is also a kernel of that subgraph of g which is generated by K and the
predecessors of K (and which contains the subgraph g1; cf. inclusion x  Rk [ k in the
proof of Theorem 3.5). The relation-algebraic equivalent of this property is presented
now:
Theorem 3.6. Let R :X $X be a relation and x; k :X $ 1 be vectors such that x is
non-empty and the following two conditions hold:
(a) k  x; (b) (Rk)x = kx:
Then (Rk)k[Rk = kk[Rk .
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Proof. \ " From \ " of (b) we get x\Rk  x\ k  k using Lemma 2.2(f) and
x\Rk  k is an immediate consequence of (a). Hence we arrive at
Rk =(x\Rk)[ (x\Rk)  k;
which is equivalent to k  Rk , and the inclusion follows from the calculation
k  Rk ) (I \ (k [Rk)(k [Rk)T)k  Rk
, inj(k [Rk)Tinj(k [Rk)k  Rk Lemma 2:2(a)
, inj(k [Rk)T inj(k [Rk)k  Rk Lemma 2:2(b)
, inj(k [Rk)Rk  inj(k [Rk)k Schr oder
, (Rk)k[Rk  kk[Rk :
\ " Similar to the proof of \ ", inclusion (I \ xxT)Rk  k follows from \ " of
(b). Hence, (a) implies (I \ kkT)Rk  k. Furthermore, we have the inclusion
I \RkkT  I\ kkT Rk  k; see \ "
 I \ I Schr oder
= O
and the equation
(I \ (k [ Rk)kT)Rk = (I\ (kkT [RkkT))Rk
= ((I\ kkT)[ (I\RkkT))Rk
= ((I\ kkT)[ (I\RkkT)[ (I\ k(Rk)T)[ (I \Rk(Rk)T))Rk
= (I\ (kkT [RkkT [ k(Rk)T [Rk(Rk)T))Rk
= (I\ (k [Rk)(k [Rk)T)Rk;
where the third step uses (Rk)T Rk  O which in turn is a consequence of RkL  Rk
and the Schroder equivalences. Now the proof is nished by the calculation
(I\ kkT)Rk  k ) ((I\ kkT)[ (I\RkkT))Rk  k above inclusion
, (I\ (k [Rk)kT)Rk  k
, (I\ (k [Rk)(k [Rk)T)Rk  k above equation
, inj(k [Rk)k  inj(k [Rk)Rk similar to \ "
, kk[Rk  (Rk)k[Rk :
3.3. A proof of Richardson’s theorem as program derivation
In the sequel, we combine relational algebra and the Dijkstra{Gries program de-
velopment method (see [11,12], for example) to reconstruct Schmidt and Strohlein’s
proof that every nite directed graph without circuits of odd length has a kernel as a
calculational derivation of a relational program which computes such a kernel. To this
end, we assume R :X $X to be a relation on a nite set X such that the precondition
pre(R) :, (RR)R  I
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holds. Then the task is to calculate an imperative program over a data type for relations
that establishes for a variable k of type [X $ 1] the postcondition
post(R; k) :, Rk = k:
It is, of course, to be understood that the relation R is the input and the variable k is
the output of the program so that it may not assign to R.
Our rst approach to an invariant follows the most commonly used technique in
program derivation, called generalization or embedding. We introduce a new variable
x of type [X $ 1] replacing a constant and consider the equation (Rk)x = kx. I.e.,
we demand the subvector kx of the vector k generated by x to be a kernel of the
subrelation Rx of the relation R generated by x. This generalization of the postcondition
post(R; k) seems to be reasonable since Lemma 2.2(g) shows that the invariant implies
the postcondition post(R; k) when x= L.
To establish the invariant, we have to initialize x and k in such a way that kx :Z$ 1
is a kernel of Rx :Z$Z . But afterwards we also want to apply Theorem 3.5 to join
{ in graph-theoretic terminology { the kernel K1 of g1 = (Z; Rx) described by kx with
a kernel K2 of the \remaining part" g2 = (X nZ; Rx) to become a kernel of the entire
directed graph g=(X; R). As this is only possible if there are no arcs between K1 and
K2, it seems to be a good idea to demand additionally that x= k [Rk and RTk  x.
Then, using again graph-theoretic terminology, the equation implies that there are no
arcs from K2 to K1 and the inclusion expresses the fact that there are no arcs in the
opposite direction. Hence, it seems to be a better idea to work with
inv(R; k; x) :, (Rk)x = kx ^ x= k [Rk ^ RTk  x:
Of course, also this renement inv(R; k; x) of the rst approach (Rk)x = kx implies the
post-condition post(R; k) when x= L.
In view of the rened invariant and Theorem 3.2, now it should be sucient to start
with a kernel of a strongly connected component that is terminal, i.e., has no outgoing
arcs. Therefore we consider a function tscc that computes for a relation R :X $X
a vector tscc(R) :X $ 1 describing a terminal strongly connected component of the
directed graph g=(X; R). Relation-algebraically tscc can be specied by the following
two axioms:
(C1) tscc(R)tscc(R)
T  R;
(C2) RTtscc(R)  tscc(R):
Using graph-theoretic terminology, the rst axiom says that each pair of vertices of
the set described by the vector tscc(R) is connected via a path and the second axiom
says that this set is also successor-closed.
We postpone the implementation of the function tscc by a relational program to the
next Section 3.4 and concentrate in this section on the derivation of the main program.
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Until now we have the following program outline:
function richardson (R);
f (RR)R  I g
c := tscc(R);
k := inj(c)Tkernel(Rc);
x := k [Rk;
f (Rk)x = kx ^ x= k [Rk ^ RTk  xEx g
while x 6= L do
: : : od;
f Rk = k g
return k:
Our next task is to show relation-algebraically that the initialization of this outline
indeed establishes the rened invariant inv(R; k; x). To this end, let c, k, and x ab-
breviate the three relation-algebraic expressions tscc(R), inj(c)Tkernel(Rc), and k [Rk,
respectively. Then we have k  inj(c)TL= c due to Axiom (I2). The following cal-
culation shows that the subvector kc generated by c is a kernel of the subrelation Rc
generated by the same vector:
(Rk)c =(R inj(c)
Tkernel(Rc))c k = inj(c)
Tkernel(Rc)
= inj(c)R inj(c)Tkernel(Rc)
=Rckernel(Rc)
= kernel(Rc) Theorem 3:2; Rc = L; (RcRc)
Rc  I
= inj(c)inj(c)Tkernel(Rc) (I1)
= inj(c) inj(c)Tkernel(Rc) (I1)
= inj(c)Tkernel(Rc) c
= kc k = inj(c)
Tkernel(Rc):
For the correctness of its fourth step, it remains to show the premises of the used
Theorem 3.2. Equation Rc = L follows from
Rc =(inj(c)R inj(c)
T)inj(c)inj(c)T (I1);
= inj(c)(R inj(c)Tinj(c))inj(c)T (AB)A=A(BA)
= inj(c)(R(I\ ccT))inj(c)T Lemma 2:2(a)
 inj(c)(R\ ccT)inj(c)T Lemma 2:1(c)
= inj(c)(I[ ccT)inj(c)T Lemma 2:1(d); c= tscc(R); (C1); (C2)
 inj(c)ccTinj(c)T
= L Lemma 2:2(d):
The other premise (RcRc)Rc  I is shown by the precondition pre(R) in combination
with Theorem 3.3.
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Since (Rk)c= kc and k  c, now Theorem 3.5 applies. In conjunction with x= k [Rk
it yields the rst part (Rk)x = kx of the invariant inv(R; k; x). Its second part x= k [Rk
is trivial. To prove its third part, we use (Rk)c= kc and Axiom (I1) and get
inj(c)(Rk [ k)= inj(c)Rk [ inj(c)k = inj(c)k [ inj(c)k = inj(c)(k [ k)= L:
From this, Lemma 2.2(d) yields c  Rk [ k which in turn implies
RTk  RTc  c  Rk [ k = x
using again k  c, the denition of c in combination with (C2), and Rk [ k = x.
We now need to work out the loop body such that the invariant inv(R; k; x) is
maintained when x 6= L. Let c abbreviate the relation-algebraic expression inj(x)Tt with
t as a shorthand for tscc(Rx). Then again Rc fulls the premises of Theorem 3.2. A
proof of Rc = L is
Rc  inj(c)(R\ ccT)inj(c)T as above
= inj(c)(I [ ccT)inj(c)T Lemma 2:1(d); ccT  R;
RTc  c
 inj(c)ccTinj(c)T
= inj(inj(x)Tt)inj(x)TttTinj(x)inj(inj(x)Tt)
T
c= inj(x)Tt
= inj(t)inj(x)inj(x)TttTinj(x)inj(x)Tinj(t)T (I3)
= inj(t)ttTinj(t)T (I1)
= L Lemma 2:2(d);
where the inclusion ccT  R, necessary for the application of Lemma 2.1(d), is shown
by the calculation
ccT = inj(x)TttTinj(x) c= inj(x)Tt
 inj(x)T(Rx)inj(x) t= tscc(Rx); (C1)
 inj(x)T(R)xinj(x) (I1); (Rx)n (Rn)x for all n2N
 R (I1)
and similar the second premise RTc  c of Lemma 2.1(d) follows with the help of
Axiom (C2). Equation (RcRc)Rc  I is again an immediate consequence of the pre-
condition pre(R) and Theorem 3.3.
From Theorem 3.2 we get that kernel(Rc) is a kernel of Rc. In view of Theorems 3.5
and 3.6 this fact suggests the completion of the above outline as follows:
function richardson (R);
f (RR)R  I g
c := tscc(R);
k := inj(c)Tkernel(Rc);
x := k [Rk;
f (Rk)x = kx ^ x= k [Rk ^ RTk  x g
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while x 6= L do
c := inj(x)Ttscc(Rx);
k := k [ inj(c)Tkernel(Rc);
x := k [Rk od;
f Rk = k g
return k:
Indeed, it can be shown that the invariant inv(R; k; x) is maintained by the body
of the while-loop of the relational program richardson. Let k 0 abbreviate the relation-
algebraic expression inj(c)Tkernel(Rc). Since we want to apply Theorem 3.5 to the
four vectors x; c; k; k 0, we rst check its premises: The rst two premises k  x and
(Rk)x = kx follow from inv(R; k; x). The third one is shown by
k 0= inj(c)Tkernel(Rc)  inj(c)TL= c;
using Axiom (I2). A proof of the next premise is
(Rk 0)c =Rckernel(Rc) k 0= inj(c)Tkernel(Rc)
= kernel(Rc) kernel(Rc) is a kernel ofRc
= inj(c)inj(c)Tkernel(Rc) (I1)
= inj(c)k 0 k 0= inj(c)Tkernel(Rc); (I1)
= k 0c:
Finally, for a proof of the last two premises Rk  k 0 and Rk 0  k of Theorem 3.5 we
use Axiom (I2) and get
k 0  c= inj(x)Ttscc(Rx)  inj(x)TL= x;
which then implies RTk  x  k 0 and Rk  x  k 0 in combination with the third
and the second part of the invariant. These inclusions yield Rk  k 0 immediately and
Rk 0  k using the Schroder equivalences.
Now Theorem 3.5 yields (R(k [ k 0))x[ c= k [ k 0x[c. Furthermore, the inclusion
k [ k 0  x[ c is valid as k  x follows from inv(R; k; x) and k 0  c has already been
shown. Hence, Theorem 3.6 implies (R(k [ k 0))k[k0[R(k[k0) = k [ k 0k[k0[R(k[k0) such
that the rst part of the invariant now holds for the new values of k and x. A proof
of its second part is again trivial. To verify the third part of the invariant for the new
value of k, we have to prove that RT(k [ k 0)  k [ k 0 [R(k [ k 0). Here the inclusion
RTk  x= k [Rk  k [ k 0 [R(k [ k 0) follows from inv(R; k; x). For the proof of the
remaining inclusion RTk 0  k [ k 0 [R(k [ k 0), we start with the calculation
(C2) , (Rx)Ttscc(Rx)  tscc(Rx)
, inj(x)RTinj(x)Ttscc(Rx)  inj(x)inj(x)Ttscc(Rx) (I1)
, inj(x)RTc  inj(x)c c= inj(x)Ttscc(Rx)
) x\RTc  x\ c Lemma 2:2(f )
, RTc  (x\ c)[ x
, RTc  c[ x:
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Then we can proceed by RTk 0  RTc  c[ x  k [ k 0 [R(k [ k 0) since k 0  c, from
inv(R; k; x) we get x= k [Rk, and c  k 0 [Rk 0 follows from
(Rk 0 [ k 0)c=(Rk 0)c [ k 0c= k 0c [ k 0c= k 0c [ k 0c= L
and Lemma 2.2(d).
Until now we have shown that for a relation R :X $X on a nite set X which fulls
the precondition pre(R) after the termination of the program richardson the postcon-
dition post(R; k) holds. This property is also called partial correctness of richardson
w.r.t. pre(R) and post(R; k). It remains to show termination to obtain so-called total
correctness. But termination of richardson is obvious since the set X is nite and
(with k 0 dened as above) from O 6= k 0  x it follows that the value of the variable x
is strictly enlarged by every turn of the program’s loop.
3.4. Computing a terminal strongly connected component
Having completed the derivation of the main program, it remains to derive a rela-
tional program that implements the relational function tscc specied by the Axioms
(C1) and (C2). Therefore, assume again a relation R :X $X with nite set X . The
specication of the program is given by true as precondition and the following post-
condition, where the variable t of type [X $ 1] is the program’s output:
post(R; t) :, ttT  R ^ RTt  t:
Our rst approach to an invariant is to choose one of the conjuncts of the postcon-
dition post(R; t) and to use the remaining part as the exit condition of the loop. Since
the relation R \RT is symmetric and transitive, Lemma 2.1(e) implies
(R \RT)p((R \RT)p)T  R ()
for all points p :X $ 1, i.e., the vector (R \RT)p describes a strongly connected
component. Therefore, it seems to be a good idea to choose the rst conjunct ttT  R
of post(R; t) as invariant. Then an obvious strategy for solving the given problem is
to compute the vectors describing the strongly connected components in turn until one
of them fulls the exit condition. But when aiming at such an algorithm, additionally
the components still to be checked should be bounded in order to ensure termination.
If the vector x is used for this purpose, then we arrive at
inv(R; t; x) :, ttT  R ^ t  x ^ (R \RT) x  x ^ (R \RT)t  t
as rened invariant. Here the last two formulae describe that the vectors x and t are
closed under the relation R \RT. At this point they seem to fall out of the blue,
but later they are necessary to maintain the inclusion t  x necessary for proving
termination.
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Now we consider the following relational program which realizes the above-ment-
ioned strategy for computing a vector describing a terminal strongly connected com-
ponent:
function tscc (R);
x := L;
t := (R \RT)point(x);
f ttT  R ^ t  x ^ (R \RT)x  x ^ (R \RT)t  t g
while RTt* t do
x := x\ t;
t := (R \RT)point(x) od;
f ttT  R ^ RTt  t g
return t:
Its initialization establishes the invariant as the rst part is an immediate consequence
of Axiom (P1) and the inclusion (), the next two parts hold trivially, and the last part
follows from the transitivity of the relation R \RT. The maintainance of inv(R; t; x)
by the loop body is shown as follows: That the rst part also holds for the new value
of t uses again Axiom (P1) and the inclusion (). The maintainance of the third part
is shown by the subsequent calculation, where the last inclusion follows from the last
two parts of the invariant, the symmetry of R \RT, and the Schroder equivalences:
(R \RT)(x\ t)  (R \RT)x\ (R \RT)t  x\ t:
From this inclusion and Axiom (P2) we get the inclusion
(R \RT)point(x\ t)  (R \RT)(x\ t)  x\ t;
which shows maintainance of the second part. Finally, to prove maintainance of the
last part of the invariant we use that R \RT is transitive since this implies
(R \RT)(R \RT)point(x\ t)  (R \RT)point(x\ t):
It remains to prove that the relational program tscc terminates. But this is obvious
since t is bounded by x, the value of the later variable in each turn of the loop strictly
decreases due to O 6=(R \RT)point(x), and each nite directed graph has a terminal
strongly connected component such that the exit condition eventually holds.
Let us close this section with a few remarks on complexity. Assume the input R of
the program richardson is the relation of a directed graph with m arcs and n vertices. If
we use the standard Boolean matrix implementation for relations and the operations on
them, in particular Warshall’s well-known algorithm for computing reexive-transitive
closures, then both tscc and kernel run in time O(n3). As a consequence, the program
richardson needs O(n4) run time. But if the relation R is represented by successor
lists, then a terminal strongly connected component can be computed in time O(m+n)
using depth-rst search; see [10] for example. Obviously, using this data structure for
relations it is also possible to give an O(m+n) implementation of the function kernel.
Hence, a renement of richardson with run time complexity O(mn) can be obtained.
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4. Implementation
Relational algebra has a xed and surprisingly small set of operations. In the case of
relations on nite sets, all these operations can easily and eciently be implemented
using, for instance, Boolean arrays, successor resp. predecessor lists, or ordered binary
decision diagrams. Hence, a computer system supporting relational computations can
easily be implemented, too. In the last years, at Kiel University we have developed
such a system, called RELVIEW. It is written in the C programming language, runs on
Sun SPARC workstations (Solaris 2.5) and INTEL-based Linux systems (kernels 1.2.x,
1.3.x, and 2.0.x), and is equipped with a graphical user interface running under the
X-Window system. The RELVIEW system is available free of charge by FTP from host
ftp.informatik.uni-kiel.de, where it is located in the directory pub=kiel=relview. See also
URL http://www.informatik.uni-kiel.de=progsys=relview.html which contains a link to
the system’s description and user manual [3] and links to some other papers published
on applications of RELVIEW.
In RELVIEW all data are represented as binary relations, which the system visualizes
in two dierent ways. An arbitrary relation is depicted as a Boolean matrix. For ho-
mogeneous relations, RELVIEW additionally oers a representation as directed graphs,
including several dierent algorithms for their nice drawing. The RELVIEW system can
manage as many matrices and graphs simultaneously as memory allows and the user
may manipulate and analyze the relations behind these objects by combining them with
the operations of relational algebra and some others like residuals, closures, operations
coming from relational domain constructions, choice operations like point correspond-
ing to point, and test operations like eq and incl corresponding to the equality test
respectively inclusion test on relations. These basic operations can be accessed through
simple mouse-click, and they can also be combined into relational expressions, func-
tions, and programs. For details, see [3].
Especially, the relational function kernel and the relational programs tscc and richard-
son of Section 3 in RELVIEW look as follows
kernel(R) = rtc(R * R) * point(Ln1(R)).
tscc(R)
DECL B, x, t
BEG B = rtc(R) & rtc(R^);
x = Ln1(R);
t = B * point(x);
WHILE -incl(R^ * t, t) DO
x = x & -t;
t = B * point(x) OD
RETURN t
END.
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richardson(R)
DECL c, k, x
BEG c = tscc(R);
k = inj(c)^ * kernel(inj(c) * R * inj(c)^);
x = k | R * k;
WHILE -eq(x,Ln1(R)) DO
c = inj(-x)^ * tscc(inj(-x) * R * inj(-x)^);
k = k | inj(c)^ * kernel(inj(c) * R * inj(c)^);
x = x | R * x OD
RETURN k
END.
Having presented this implementation of the algorithm of Section 3 in RELVIEW,
we now deal with a concrete computation. We consider a directed graph g = (X; R)
without circuits of odd length which, depicted on the screen of RELVIEW, looks as
follows:
To compute a kernel of this directed graph, we have to store its relation R in the sys-
tem’s working memory as, say R, and to evaluate the relational expression richard-
son(R). The next two pictures show R and the result of richardson(R) as presented
by RELVIEW. To increase legibility, we have instructed the system to label the rows
and columns of the 9 9 Boolean matrix resp. 9 1 Boolean vector.
From the Boolean vector we obtain that the set f2; 5; 9g of vertices is a kernel of the
directed graph g.
At present we improve RELVIEW by exchanging the array-based implementation by
an implementation using ordered binary decision diagrams. We have carried out a
number of experiments which showed that this new implementation in most cases is
head and shoulders above the old one. A qualitative judgement of this fact using the
usual asymptotic notations still is missing, but planed for the future.
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5. A generalization of the approach
We have applied relational algebra in combination with the Dijkstra{Gries program
development method to derive a relational program that computes a kernel of a relation
on a nite set without circuits of odd length. However, if one looks through the pro-
gram derivation of Section 3.3 in detail, one will possibly remark that the precondition
(RR)R  I is only used in the transmitted form (RcRc)Rc  I to ensure { in combi-
nation with Rc = L and Theorem 3.2 { that the subrelation Rc generated by the vector
c has a kernel. One possibly will also remark that our approach can be generalized
to those properties on relations that, rstly, are transmitted to generated subrelations
and, secondly, imply that for a certain non-empty vector c the generated subrelation
Rx, with x being dened as vector c[Rc, has a kernel kx such that RTk  x. In the
following, we sketch two examples.
5.1. Circuit-free relations
First we consider circuit-freeness of a nite directed graph g = (X; R). Relation-
algebraically this property can be expressed as RR  I . This inclusion is transmitted
to generated subrelations. Furthermore, if we dene the vectors c : X $ 1 and x : X $ 1
by c := RL and x := c[Rc, then both are non-empty, Rx has the kernel cx, and RTc  x
holds. As c describes the set of terminal vertices (or sinks) of g and x describes the
union of this set with its predecessors, by graph-theoretic intuition the above facts are
obvious. Also their formal relation-algebraic proofs are easy. E.g., inclusion RTc  x,
i.e., RT RL  RL [RRL , follows from RT RL  O which in turn is a consequence of
the Schroder equivalences and the trivial inclusion RL  RL.
Hence, the relational program richardson of Section 3.3 remains correct if we change
the precondition accordingly and replace both tscc and kernel by the relational function
sinks dened by sinks(R)= RL . Expansion of the calls of the function sinks, nally,
leads to the following relational program for computing a kernel of a circuit-free rela-
tion on a nite set:
function richardsoncf (R);
f RR  I g
c := RL ;
k := inj(c)T RcL ;
x := k [Rk;
f (Rk)x = kx ^ x = k [Rk ^RTk  x g
while x 6= L do
c := inj(x)T RxL ;
k := k [ inj(c)T RcL ;
x := k [Rk od;
f Rk = k g
return k:
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Compared with the original program, which is, of course, also correct for circuit-free
relations due to the simple inclusion (RR)  R, the new program is more ecient.
This is due to the fact that in each run of its loop it computes all sinks \in parallel"
while the original program computes in each run only one sink and this fussily by
checking one strongly connected component after the other until a terminal one (i.e.,
a sink) is obtained.
5.2. Symmetric and irreexive relations
Another property that is transmitted to generated subrelations is undirectedness and
loop-freeness of a graph g=(X; R) which is relation-algebraically described by the
conjunction of symmetry RT  R and irreexivity R  I of R. Assume c :X $ 1 to
be a point. As above, then we dene the vector x :X $ 1 by x := c[Rc. Since the
relation R is symmetric, now x describes the set which consists of the vertex described
by c and its neighbours. Furthermore, undirectedness and loop-freeness of g imply
(again by graph-theoretic intuition the facts are obvious) that cx is a kernel of Rx such
that RTc  x. As in the case of circuit-freeness we omit the formal relation-algebraic
proofs.
Until now we have that the relational program richardson of Section 3.3 com-
putes a kernel of a symmetric and irreexive relation R on a nite set if we replace
both tscc and kernel by the relational function elem which is dened by elem(R)=
point((R[R)L). This function yields a point with the same domain than the relation R.
But the specic form of the function elem allows some further simplications. Assume
y to be a non-empty vector. Then it can easily be shown that inj(y)Telem(Ry) is a point
and that inj(y)Telem(Ry)  inj(y)T(Ry [ Ry )L. Comparing the latter two properties
with the Axioms (P1) and (P2) for specifying the operation point, we see that the ex-
pression inj(y)Telem(Ry) can be chosen as result of the call point(inj(y)
T(Ry [ Ry )L).
If we write this as an equation, then it implies in combination with Axiom (I2) that
inj(y)Telem(Ry)= point(inj(y)
T(Ry [ Ry )L) = point(inj(y)TL)= point(y):
As a special instance of this equation we get elem(R) = inj(L)Telem(RL)= point(L)
and, hence, the assignment c := elem(R) can be simplied to c := point(L). In the same
way, also the three assignments k := inj(c)Telem(Rc), c := inj(x)
Telem(Rx), and k := k [
inj(c)Telem(Rc) can be simplied to k := point(c), c := point(x), and k := k [ point(c).
Next, we can eliminate the two assignments to c by replacing k := c with k := point
(point(L)) and k := k [ point(c) with k := k [ point(point(x)). Finally, we use that the
operation point is idempotent and arrive at the following relational program:
function richardsonul (R);
f RT  R^R  I g
k := point(L);
x := k [Rk;
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f (Rk)x = kx ^ x= k [Rk ^RTk  x g
while x 6= L do
k := k [ point(x);
x := k [Rk od;
f Rk = k g
return k:
Using graph-theoretic terminology, this variant of the original program computes for a
nite, undirected, and loop-free graph g=(X; R) a maximal stable set of vertices w.r.t.
inclusion. It is well known that such a set is a kernel of g.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have reconstructed a proof of Richardson’s theorem that every
nite directed graph without circuits of odd length has a kernel as a calculational
derivation of a relational program. We have also shown how the derived program
can be implemented using the system RELVIEW for relation-algebraic manipulations.
Finally, we have sketched a generalization of our approach to other classes of relations
resp. graphs. As for the implementation of the two variants of the original relational
program we have presented here, each of them can be straightforwardly implemented
in the RELVIEW system, too. Also, all relational programs of the paper can be quite
directly rened to a nal product in a conventional imperative programming language
such as C, Pascal, and Modula-2.
The present paper is part of our group’s general work on the calculational derivation
of relational programs and the supporting computer system RELVIEW. Further examples
dealing with graphs can be found in [4,6,8,14]. But we have also derived programs
for other relation-based discrete structures like ordered sets and lattices, Petri nets, and
nite automata. See [1,3,5,7,15], for example. All these derivations have shown that
relations are best suited for many programming problems on such structures. Also the
RELVIEW system has turned out to be an immense help since it supports in a very easy
and exible way the main tasks in almost all stages of the derivation of a relational
program.
These positive experiences encourage us to continue our work. Current eorts con-
centrate on three topics. Firstly we are concerned with the derivation of relational
programs for weighted graphs. The reason is that the richest source of graph-theoretic
problems is combinatorial optimization, where the underlying structures usually are
such graphs, and we also want to attack problems of this domain with relation-algebraic
means. Secondly we investigate the use of sequential algebra. This algebraic structure
was introduced by Hoare and von Karger in [13]. It is a slight generalization of rela-
tional algebra and frequently works very well in cases where purely relational algebra
leads to unacceptable complexity. Compare e.g. [2]. And, as already mentioned in
Section 4, we presently work on a new version of the RELVIEW system which uses
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ordered binary decision diagrams to represent relations. We hope that our eorts will
help programming problems on relation-based structures to eventually benet from the
modern calculational approach and its computer support.
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Appendix
In the following, we shall make use of the fact that R is the least xed point f of
the monotone function f(S)= I [RS. Furthermore we shall use the -fusion theorem
saying that for three monotone functions f; g, and h inclusion f(g)  h holds if f
distributes over arbitrary joins and f(g(S))  g(h(S)) for all S.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. (a) First we have
(I \ xxT)[ (I\ xxT ) = I\ (xxT [ xxT )
= I\ L
= I\ (x[ x)(x[ x)T L= LLT
=(I\ xxT)[ (I\ xxT)[ (I\ xxT)[ (I\ x xT)
= (I\ xxT)[ (I\ x xT);
where the last step applies xxT  I and xxT  I which hold due to the Schroder equiv-
alences. Now the result follows from (I\ xxT)\ (I\ xxT )=O and (I\ xxT)\ (I\ x xT)
=O.
(b) is shown by the calculation
x =(I\ L(xT [ xT))x
=(I\ LxT)x[ (I\ LxT)x
=(I\ LxT)x xTx  O; Schroder
= (I\ xxT)x I \ LxT  xxT; Dedekind.
(c) The following proof mainly uses the Dedekind rule:
xxT \R = xxT \R\R
 (x\Rx)(xT \ xTR)\R Dedekind
 RxxT \R
=RI\RxxT
 (R\RxxT)(I\RTRxxT) Dedekind
 R(RTRxxT \ I\ I)
R ((RTR\ xxT)(xxT \RTR)\ I) Dedekind
 R(xxTxxT \ I)
 R(I\ xxT) xTx  L; xL= L:
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(d) From (xxT)(xxT)  xxT, we get (xxT)= I[ xxT which in turn implies
(R\ xxT)  (xxT)= I[ xxT:
To prove the other inclusion, we only have to verify xxT  (R\ xxT) since inclusion
I  (R\ xxT) is trivial. We consider the following three monotone functions:
f(S)= S \ xxT; g(S)= I[RS; h(S)= I[ (R\ xxT)S:
Then we have that f distributes over arbitrary joins. Furthermore, we get for all rela-
tions S the inclusion
f(g(S)) = (I[RS)\ xxT
 I[ (RS \ xxT)
 I[ (R\ xxTST)(S \RTxxT) Dedekind
 I[ (R\ xL)(S \ xxT) RTx x
= I[ (R\ xL\ LxT)(S \ xxT) [19] Proposition 2.4.2.ii
= I[ (R\ xxT)(S \ xxT) xL\ LxT  xxT; Dedekind
= h(f(S)):
Hence, from the -fusion theorem in combination with R= g, (R\ xxT)= h, and
the assumption xxT  R we obtain
xxT=R \ xxT=f(g)  h=(R\ xxT):
(e) is trivial.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. (a) The Dedekind rule shows I\ATLA  ATA for all relations
A. The desired equation now follows from
I\ xxT = I\ inj(x)TL inj(x) (I2); L= LLT
 inj(x)Tinj(x) see above
= I\ inj(x)Tinj(x) (I1)
 I\ inj(x)TLinj(x)
= I\ xxT (I2); L= LLT:
(b) holds since inj(x) is a mapping; see Section 2.1.
(c) First we use Axiom (I2) and obtain
xL = inj(x)TL = inj(x)T(R[R) = inj(x)TR \ inj(x)TR ;
which in turn implies
inj(x)TR[ xL = inj(x)TR [ inj(x)TR:
Next, we use Axiom (I1) and get inj(x)inj(x)
TR  R. From this, the Schroder equiva-
lences, nally, yield inj(x)TR  inj(x)TR and we are done.
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(d) Since we are allowed to replace equality on the left-hand side of the equivalence
to be shown by \ ", the proof follows from
L  inj(x)y , inj(x)y= inj(x)y  O (b)
, x= inj(x)TL  y (I2); Schroder.
(e) holds since inj(x) is a mapping; see Section 2.1.
(f) First we calculate
x\y =(I\ (xxT [ xxT ))(x\y)
= ((I\ xxT)[ (I\ x xT))(x\y) Lemma 2:1(a)
= (I\ xxT)(x\y)[ (I\ x xT)(x\y)
= inj(x)Tinj(x)(x\y) (a); xTx  O; Schroder
= inj(x)T(inj(x)x\ inj(x)y) (e).
In exactly the same way the equation x\ z= inj(x)T(inj(x)x\ inj(x)z) can be shown.
Now the assumption inj(x)y  inj(x)z applies.
(g) is shown by
(I3) ) inj(inj(x)TL)= inj(L)inj(x)
) inj(x)inj(x)T= inj(L)inj(x)inj(x)T (I2)
, I= inj(L) (I1):
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